
William Wilberforce - a politician who n influential figure in the abolition of the slave trade, starting his 
campagin in 1787. 

Elizabeth Fry -  in the 19th century, her charity work in the time of the Industrial Revolution improved conditions for
imprisoned people

Lord Shaftesbury - had an important role in improving working conditions for poor children in the Victorian era

Mary Seacole - aided the British army during the Crimean war. She made and used natural remedies to help cholera
sufferers and funded her own passage to Turkey to help those fighting. 

Greta Thunberg - Born in 2003, Greta is a Swedish climate activist who is known for challenging world leaders to take
immediate action.

Emmaline Pankhurst and Emily Davison - English Suffragettes who fought for votes for women in Britain the early 20th
century.

Malala Yousefzai - Born in 1997 in Pakistan, Malala is a Pakistani activist for female education and the youngest Nobel
Prize Laureate.

Marcus Rashford - an English footballer who is also known for his charity work, including convincing the government to
provide free school meals during the holidays.
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Key Geography

Key Historical Figures

Key Vocabulary
Resilience – the ability to recover readily from adversity and
difficulty.
Identity – the qualities and beliefs that distinguish or identify a
person.
Legacy – anything handed down from the past.
Sacred – someone or something which is shown great respect.
Diptych – a work of art divided into two panels or sections.
Unique - being the only one of its kind; unlike anything else.
Perseverance - persistence in doing something despite difficulty or
delay in achieving success

Settlements - a collection of dwellings forming a community; a place where
people live
Grid references- this allows someone to mark a place on a map using
horizontal and vertical lines called ‘eastings‘ and ‘northings‘
Key Scientists
Alexander Graham Bell - he is credited with inventing the first practical
telephone
Thomas Edison - these allow someone to mark a place on a map using
horizontal and vertical lines called ‘eastings‘ and ‘northings‘allows someone
to mark a place on a map using horizontal and vertical lines called ‘eastings‘
and ‘northings‘


